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We study the height of the binary search tree - the most fundamental data structure used
for searching. We assume that the binary search tree is built from a random permutation
of n elements. Under this assumption, we study the limiting distribution of the height
as n -4 00. We show that the distribution has six asymptotic regions (scales). These
correspond to different ranges of k and n where Pr{1ln ::; k} is the height distribution.
In the critical region (the so~called central region), where most of the probability mass is
concentrated, the limiting distribution satisfies a non-linear integral equation. While we
cannot solve this equation exactly, we show that both tails of the distribution are roughly
of a double exponential form. From our analysis we conclude that the average height
E[1inl ....., A log n - ~ A~l log logn where A = 4.311 ... is the unique solution of x log x - x-
x log 2+ 1 = 0, x > 1, while the variance Var[1ln] = 0(1). The latter result confirms a long
standing conjecture that w<u; also recently established analytically by M. Drmota.
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1 Introduction
A binaT1j 8earch tree is a fundamental data structure used for searching and sorting. It can
be defined as follows: A root node is created for the first element. Then subsequent elements
are directed to the left or right subtree according to whether they are less or greater than
the element stored in the root. A consequence of this construction is that the left subtree
and the right subtree of the root are binary search trees themselves. The popularity of
binary search trees stem from the fact that many sorting algorithms (e.g., Quicksort) can
be conveniently represented by them.
To justify the performance of algorithms that are based on the binary search tree,
a body of theory was built. For a tree storing n elements it is known that the worst
search time is O(n), however, on average it is only O(1ogn). To state precisely the average
case performance we must introduce a probabilistic model. We adopt here the standard
assumption that all n! permutations of the n clements are equally likely. For such a model,
we shall analyze here the height l£n of the binary search tree, that is, the longest path in a
randomly built tree.
The analysi~ of the height of the binary search tree is a very challenging problem and
so far we have only partial knowledge about its behavior. In 1986 Devroye [4] proved that
the average height E(1ln] satisfies E[1lnJ '" A log n as n -+ 00 where A = 4.31107 ... is a
unique solution of x log x - x - x log 2 + 1 = 0 for x > 1. Earlier Pittel [20] shown that
1ln/logn -+ a almost surely where a ::; A. Recently, Devroye and Reed [6] established a
stronger result, namely that
E[llnl ~Alogn+O(loglogn).
They also show that the variance Var[1ln] = 0((loglogn)2). However, Robson [21] estab-
lished experimentally that E[I1ln - E[l£nJ[] = 0(1) which would suggest that Var[1lnl =
0(1). In recent years, Drmota has undertaken a serious effort to establish this fact using a
novel and very promising analytic approach. In [7] he first re-established Devroye's result
regarding the average E[1ln ], and recently he proved in [8J that Var[1i n] = 0(1). To the
best of our knowledge there are no results concerning the limiting distribution of 'H.n .
In this paper we study the limiting distribution of the height 1ln • We first observe that
lln+l = max{llr, 1l~_eJ + I where 1lt and 1l:_£ are the left and right subtrees. In the
above, eis selected with probability lin according to our probabilistic assumption. In view
of this, the distribution
L~ ~ Pr{lln '" k}
2
satisfies the following recurrence
with Lg = 1 and L~ = 0 for n ~ 1. This is a non-linear recurrence that we solve asymptot-
ically to reveal the limiting distribution of the height.
We show that there are six natural scales of the distribution L~. These are defined
precisely in the next section and correspond to ranges of k where the structures of L~ is
different for n -} 00. The most important scale is the central one where the distribution
goes a transition from being close to zero to being close to one. For this scale we derive a
non-linear integral equation that we must solve numerically. But we also show that both







where A is defined above.
These results can be compared to our recent results [14, 15J concerning the limiting
distributions of the height in PATRICIA tries and in digital search trees. The recurrences
considered there are
where h~ and h~ are height distributions for PATRICIA tries and digital search trees,
respectively. For these problems, we proved that in the central scale both distributions are
spanned on one or two points. This should be compared to the binary search tree where
the distribution is spread out over an infinite number of points.
We derive our results using methods of applied mathematics, such as matched asymp-
toties and the WKB method. These are analytic methods and are especially suitable for
problems that cannot be solved exactly by transform methods.
The paper is organi7.ed as follows. In the next section, we present our main results for
binary search trees (d. Theorem 1). The derivations of these results are relegated to Sec~
tions 3-8. In Sections 9-10 we present detailed numerical results and discuss consequences
of our findings.
3
2 Summary of Main Results
We let 1in he the height in a binary search tree and denote the probability distribution by
L~ ~ Pr{1In S k}; n,k ~ o. (2.1)
k~O
As mentioned above, it satisfies the non~linear recursion equation
Lk+l __1_~LkLk
n+l - n + 1 LJ f n-l,
f=O




where COn is the Kronecker delta. From (2.2) and (2.3) we can easily show that L~ = 0 for
n ~ 2k and L~ = 1 for n S k. Indeed, the height in a complete binary search tree is at
least logz n while the height of a degenerate binary search tree is n. It therefore suffices to
consider the range k < n < 2k (or logz n < k < n).




we find that it satisfies
(2.4)
It follows that Gk(X) is a polynomial in x of degree Zk - 1, and the first k + 1 coefficients
in the polynomial are 1. Below we give the first few Gk(X):
Go(x) = 1, G,(x) = 1 +x, G2 (x) = 1 +x + x2 + !x"
G3(x) = 1 +x +x2+x3+ ~x4.+ 1-x5 + ~X6+ 6\x7.
It is not difficult to solve (2.2) and (2.3) explicitly if n is close to either k or 2k • In
Section 5 we show that
k = n - 1: L~ = 1 - 2:~1 (n ~ 1),
k Lk 2°-'()= n ~ 2 : n = 1 - (Jl-2)! n ;::: 3 ,
k=n-3: L~=1_2:~6 [n(n-l)(n-2)(n-~)-40] (n~5).
We also have Lg = a and Lg = L1 = Lg = O. In Section 3 we consider n close to 2k and
show that
2'
n = 2k -1, L~ = 2>+2-3.2'-' [IT (1 - 2-')2--] - :; I!.k,
t=2
n = 2k - 2: L~ = (2 k -1).6.k .
4
It appears difficult to solve (2_2) (or (2.4)) exactly and obtain an explicit expression
for L~. Therefore we consider the asymptotic limit n....-.+ 00. The structure of the problem
depends on the relative size of k and n. As with any problem in asymptotic analysis, it is
important to identify the basic scales. We find that as n ....-.+ 00 there are six ranges of k
that lead to different asymptotic behaviors. We list them below:
(1) far left tail, 2' - n = M = 0(1), M?c I,
(ii) left tail, n2-k = w fixed, 0 < w < 1,
(iii) central region, k = Alogn + Bloglogn + (where (= 0(1) and A = 4.311 ... is the
unique solution to
xlogx -x - xlog2 + 1 = 0, x>1




(iv) near right tail, kj logn = v fixed, A < v,
(v) right tail, kjn fixed such that 0 < kin < 1,
(vi) far right tail, j = n - k = 0(1), j ?c 1.
Note that k """ log2n for case (i) and k-Iog2 n = 0(1) for case (ii). Ifwe plot the distribution
L~ as a function of k for a fixed (large) n, then as k increases we move from region (i) to
(vi).
We obtain results for L~ in the indicated ranges. In some cases we obtain the asymptotic
expansion (or at least the leading term) completely, while in other cases we obtain partial
information only, which we supplement with numerical studies. The derivation of these
results is presented in the next six sections, where we make certain assumptions about
the forms of the asymptotic expansions, as well as the asymptotic matching between the
various scales. Our main analytic methods are those of linearization, the WKB method,
and matched asymptotic expansions. Here is what Fedoryuk [9] has to say about such
approximations: " ... It is necessary first of all to guess (and no other word will do) in wllat
form to search for tlle asymptotic form. Of course, this stage - guessing the form of the
asymptotic form - is not subject to any formalization. Analogy, experiments, numerical
simulation, physical considerations, intuitions, random guesswork; these are the arsenal of
means used by any research worker" .
5
M;:::l,
Theorem 1 Let 1in be the height of a binanj search tree built from a random permutation
of n elements. The distribution L~ = Pr{1in ::; k} of the height has the following asymptotic
expansions:
(i) FAR LEFT TAIL: 2k - n = M = 0(1)
2kM ( 1 )2k fl.'!Lk "" 4 "" n 4e-c.(M+n)
n (M 1)1 2J2Ko (M 1)1 '
where
00
K o II(1- 2-')'-' ~ .9103 ... ,
i~2





A(w) _ 2P: y'w-<f!-'(-w-)+-2q,-'-(w-)e-("(w)+w"'(w»
The function ¢J(w) is calculated numerically in Section 9. Asymptotically we have
q,(w) - c. + (1 - w)log(1 - w) + (1 - w)(c. -1), w t1
B Jog2
, (-logw )AlOg21¢J(w) f'V CW,lJos2 I w-!.o,
Alog2-1 '
where c is a constant.
(iii) CENTRAL REGION: (= k - Alogn - B loglogn
L~ - f«(),
where f(() satisfies the non-linear integral equation




f(') 2 f2C A log 2 -P</' ( -P<).., "" V-; Alog2-1 e exp -ce ,
where
log 2
{3= Al ~.3486 ... ,
og2 -1
6
and the constant c is the same constant as in (ii).
(iv) NEAR RIGHT TAIL: k = vlogn, A < v < DO
1 - L~ '" e-a(v) logn(logn)-1/2b(v),
where
a(v) = vlogv- v - vlog2 + 1,








(v) IUGHT TAIL: k = n - j, 0' = nfj, 1 < 0' < 00
1- L k '" (2e)kn -k zk-n(1_ z )-k -./Oz..
n 21l"n2· • ~JO'z. 1
where z. = z.(O') is the unique solution of
~= f z~ =1+ (l-z..)log(l-z.)
0' m=;l m(m + 1) z",'
(vi) FAR IUGHT TAIL: k = n - j, j = 0(1), j 2: 1
2n n 2j- 2
1 - L k ...... _ 2 1- 2j
n n!(j-l)!
for n --+ 00.
We observe that in cases (i), (v) and (vi) we have completely determined the leading
term. In case (ii) we do not have an exact expression for the function ¢(wL but it is
relatively easy to compute numerically, as discussed in Section 9. The most difficult cases
seem to be (iii) and (iv). In the former we must numerically solve the non-linear integral
equation and in the latter we have the unknown function b(v). Our analysis suggests the
following.
Corollary 1 The mean of 'H.n behaves as













The above value of B is deduced on the assumption of asymptotic matching between the
( and v scales. This implies that b(v) vanishes at II = A with b'(A) = Cl > O. The leading
term E[1ln] '" Alogn is well-known, having been established by a variety of approaches,




While our value in (2.6) does make certain assumptions about the forms of various asymp-
totic expansions and their asymptotic matching, we can show that if (2.8) were true then
b(v) would not vanish at v = A, and then the solution to the integral equation for /(()
would become negative for certain values of ( (see Section 8). This contradiction would
seem to exclude the possibility of (2.8). We also do some numerical studies in Section 10
which test the conjectures (2.6) and (2.8).
Finally, the result for the central region implies that the variance Var[1ln] = 0(1).
The was conjectured by Robson [21] but eluded analysis for some time. Devroye and Reed
proved in [6] that Var[1ln] = O(loglogn), and only recently Drmota [8] proves by analytic
methods that Var[llnJ = 0(1).
From our results we see that in the right tail the rough order of magnitude of 1 - L~ is
O(e-nlogn), O(e-klogn), and O(n-a(v)), for the j, a, and v scales, respectively. In the ncar
right tail 1 - L~ is only algebraically small. In the left tail we have L~ = O(e-n¢(w)). It is
also interesting to compare the present results to corresponding ones we previously obtained
for other digital trees, such as PATIUCIA tries [14] and digital search trees (in short: DST)
[15]. In these other models the M, w, Q and j scales also arose, and their analysis was
somewhat similar to that here. However, the central and near right tail regimes did not
occur in the PATRICIA and DST models. Here the limit n --+ 00 made the probability mass
concentrate at one or two values of k. However, for the BST model, it is spread out over an
infinite number of points. Also, the PATRICIA and DST models had certain oscillations
occurring in the range of k where the probability mass concentrates, and these seem to be
completely absent in the BST model.
From (ii) we see that the function ¢(w) is finite at w = 1, but its derivative has a
logarithmic singularity there. Since Ij(Alog2 -1) = .5029 ... , the function vanishes at
w = 0 but its derivative is infinite. We contrast this to the PATIUCIA and DST models,
where the corresponding ¢(.) and all its derivatives vanished as w --+ O. We also note that
the solution to the integral equation for f(() is not unique: if fo(O is a solution so is
/0(( +c) for any c. To uniquely specify the solution we need the behavior of f() as (-+ 00
(or (-+ -00). Note also that /o(() = 0 and fo(() = 1 are solutions, but these do not have
8
the appropriate behaviors as (" -+ ±oo.
Finally, we show in Section 8 that if we set
1 1"+'00 (~ )f(() ~ -. . exp Ae-(/A F(~)d~
21l"Z a-lOCI
where a > 0, then F(1J) satisfies
(2.9)
(2.10)
The above is precisely the retarded differential equation studied by Drmota [7]. Its solution
is also not unique: if FO(1J) is a solution, so is AFop..1J) for any>... In Section 8 we discuss
the solution to (2.10), using the normalization F(O) = 1, which is also used in [7].
3 Far Left Tail
We consider 2k - n = M = 0(1), which is close to the left boundary of the support of
the probability distribution (we recall that L~ = 0 for n ~ 2k ). We isolate the leading
coefficients in the polynomial Cdx) by writing
(3.1)
It follows that
By comparing the above to Gk+1(x) we are led to the recurrences
2 (2 k +! 1)ck = - ck+l
dkCk = (2k -1)dk+1
2ekck + it = (2k+l - 3)ek+1.
We solve (3.2) subject to Cl = 1. Setting Ck = eUk leads to
Uk+! - 2Uk = _log(2k+1 - 1) ~ -(k + 1) log2 -log(l _ 2-k- 1).
Solving this linear difference equation yield~
k






where K is a constant. Now, Cl = 1 implies that Ul = 0 and hence K = -~ log 2. we thus
have
k
_ L k - 2k+2-3.2k-l IT(l _2-')-2k - i
Ck - 2k_l - .
i=2
From (3.5) it follows immediately that as k --t 00
where c. = ~ log 2 + log Ko and
00
IT -i 2-'K o~ (1 - 2) = .9103 ...
1=2




~ (2' - 1)<,.
We thus have
"d _ Lk k+l ( 1 ) _ k _2ke.k- 2k 2"-'4 M -4·4e ,- 2y2Ko k --t 00. (3.9)
In a similar manner we can solve the linear recurrence (3.4) for ek.
Now consider general (fixed) M and n, k --t 00. While we could infer the asymptotic
behavior of L~ by continuing to solve the sequence of equations for the coefficients in (3.1),
we shall instead use the recurrence (2.2). We change variables from (k, n) to (M, n) with
L~ = W(M;n) ~ W(2k -n;n).
10
(3.10)
Replacing k by k - 1 in (2.2) and noting that
L~+l = W(M -I;n+ I),
leads to
W(M -I;n+ I) _ -I-fw (M +:': -e;e) W(M _:,: +e;n-e) (3.11)
n+l l =o 2 2 2 2
I n/2 (M . n .) (M . n .)-- L: W --J;-+J W -+J;--J
n + 1 j=-n/2 2 2 2 2
_1_ I: W(M _j;:':+j)W(M +j;:':_j).
n+l j =_M/2 2 2 2 2
To obtain the last equality we have used the fact that W(M;n) = 0 for M < 0 (i.e., L~ = 0
for n > 2k ) to truncate the limit~ on the sum. It follows that for a fixed M, the number of
non-zero terms in the sum in (2.2) is 0(1) as n -+ 00.
We already know that W(O; n) = 0 and this can also be concluded by setting M = 0 in
(3.11). By ~etting M = 2 we obtain
W(I; n + I) = _1_W2 (I;:':) .
n+ 1 2
This admits an asymptotic solution as n -+ 00 in the form
where c. is an arbitrary constant. Setting M = 3 in (3.11) yields
2 (n-I) (n+l)W(2;n+ I) = n+ I W 2; -2- W 1;-2- .




n -t 00 (3.15)
where d is also arbitrary. Let us assume that for a fixed M we have
n -+ 00. (3.16)




e-o. f(M -1) = 2- M L f(e)f(M - e),
l=l
The most general solution to (3.17) is
f(M) ~ 4 -0. 1 (c,)M-I
e (M -I)! '






L' ~ (c')M-InMe-c.n n -~ 00 (3.19)
n (M 1)[ , ---,-
It remains only to determine the constants c" and e. By comparing (3.19) with M = 1
to (3.6) we see that
c. = log(2v'2Ko).
Note that now n = 21.: -1 ....... 21.:. Setting M = 2 and comparing (3.9) and (3.19) we conclude
that
c' - e-o.- ,
where we used n = 2k - 2 ,...... 2k . The expression (3.19) is asymptotically equivalent to
"LA: 4 ZkM ( 1 )
"-M - (M -I)! 2v'2[{0
k -t 00. (3.20)
The form (3.20) is somewhat more numerically accurate than (3.19). We aL"iO note that if
we use dk = (21.: - l)q along with (3.2) in (3.4) and let ek = ekek, we find that
(3.21)
With M ~ 3, (3.20) yield,
L ' 2. 23ke-2kc• 221.:-1 C2k_3"" ....... k
so that ek ...... 22k- 1 as k -t 00, and this a.llio follows from (3.21).
For purposes of asymptotic matching we will need the behavior of (3.19) as M --lo 00.
Using Stirling's formula this yields
for M --lo 00.




We consider L~ in the range where n,k --t 00 in such a way that w -= nZ-k is fixed, with
0< w < 1. Note that as w --t 1- we have n = 2k (1 +0(1)) sa we arc moving into the region
where the M-scale analysis applies. We also have k -log2n = -log2w > 0 and 0(1) in
this range. We define
V(w; n) = V(n2-k;n) ~ L~
and note that
k (W ) k-1 (21)Ln+l=V w+;;n+l, Le =v w~;1!. .
Replacing k by k -1 in (2.2) and using (4.1) and (4.2) leads to
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)V (w+ "';n+ I) ~ _I_tv (w 21 ;1) V (w 2(n-I);n_I).
n n+le=o n n
The initial condition (2.3) docs not apply on this scale, since k is assumed large.
For fixed w we analyze (4.3) by a WKB·type expansion [3, 18, 22]. In the WKB ap-
proximation one assumes a particular form of the solution with some unknown parameters
and/or functions. After substituting the solution into the original equation one tries to




with "( a constant. We comment that the w-scale was also important in the analysis of
other digital trees, such as tries, b-trics, PATIUCIA tries [14] and digital search trees [15].
For tries and b-tries we can obtain an exact expression for the corresponding probability
distribution of the height. Evaluating this for n ~ 00 and w fixed by the saddle point
method yields an a..<;ymptotic series in the form (4.4) (with I = 0). For the PATRICIA and
DST models, which have not been solved exactly, we used an "ansatz" similar to (4.4) (d.
[14, 15]).
From (4.4) we obtain
v(w+~;n+l) '" (n+lFA(w+;)C-(fl+!)</!(w+W!lI)
'" n'1A(w)e-n4J(w)e-4J(w)c-wtt/(w).
With (4.4) the sum in (4.3) becomes, for n -+ 00,
13
x exp (-n [~¢ (2W~) + (I-~)¢(2w (I -m])
'" n2-y 101£'(1 - x)'A(2wx)A(2w(1 _ x))e-n[Z,p(2w.2:)+(l-:C)t/J(2w{I-z))]dx,
where we have used the Euler-MacLaurin formula to approximate the sum by an integral.
By symmetry, the major contribution to the integral will come from X::::: ~. We thus define
<p(x) = <p(x;w) ,~x¢(2wx) + (I - x)¢(2w(1 - x))
and note that
<pm~ ¢(w), <p' m~ 0, <p"m= 8w¢'(w) + 4w'¢"(w)
Then expanding the integrand in (4.6) about x = ! and using the Laplace method yields
2" ( 1)
8w¢'(w) + 4w'4f'(w) 1 + O(n-) . (4.6)
Upon comparing (4.5) to (4.6) we see that the factors e-n,p(w) cancel and then
,~~, A(w) ~ 21¥/w4f'(w) +2¢'(w)e-i• 1wj+w.'lwll . (4.7)
We have thus determined the algebraic factor Tt' in (4.4) and expressed A(w) in terms
of 4J(w). However, we have not determined the latter function, which gives the exponential
decay rate (in n) of the distribution on the w-scale. The function ¢(w) seems to be very
sensitive to the initial conditions in (2.3), and we believe that it is unlikely that it can
be determined solely from the recursion (2.2). By obtaining higher order terms in the
approximations in (4.5) and (4.6) (using (4.4)) and then evaluating the higher order terms
in the Laplace expansion of the integral, we can express AU>(w) in terms of ¢(w), A(w),
A(I)(w), ... , and A(j-l)(w). We can thus obtain the full asymptotic series, IIp to the function
¢(w). This must be determlned numerically, and this we do in Section 9.
We can obtain analytically the behavior of ¢(w) as w ----f 0 and w -t 1, by using the
asymptotic matching principle. The limit w -t 0+ will be discllssed in Section 8, where we
analyze the "central region". Now consider the intermediate limit where w = n2-k -t 1-,
but M = Zk - n --lo 00. Noting that :f = l~W = l~W - 1 we rewrite (3.22) in terms of n
and w, which yields
L~ - 4Jn(12~ w) exp [-nco - n(l- w) log(1 - w) - n(1 - w)(c" - I) (4.8)
+ O(n(l-w)'log(l-w))] (I+O(I-w).
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Choosing an intermediate limit where w ~ 1 and n ~ 00 with n(1 - w)210g(1 - w) ~ 0
(e.g., 1 - w = O(n~2/3)), the matching condition implies that as w ~ 1, y'nA(w)e-n¢(w)
should agree with (4.8), which implies that
¢(w) = c, + (I - w) 10g(1 - w) + (1- wHc, -I) + 0(1 - w) (4.9)
and rr=w
A(w)-4V~' w~ I. (4.10)
¢'(w) - -log(l- w) - 0"
This shows that ¢(w) is finite at w = 1, with ¢(1) = c* = log(2V2Ko) = .9457 ... , but
its derivatives has a logarithmic singularity at w = 1. The asymptotic matching condition
yielded independently the behavior of ¢(w) and A(w) as w ~ 1. Note also that the matching
is only possible if,= ! in (4.3). We show that (4.9) and (4.10) are indeed consistent with
the relationship between ¢(w) and A(w) in (4.7). By differentiating (4.9) we obtain
q/'(w) "" _1_, w ~ 1
I-w
and hence as w ~ 1
J".(I w)'
"" e-c_elog(l-w)+co = l-w.
2l:VW¢"(w) + 24f(w) -
Thus (4.7) agrees with (4.10).
Finally we comment that for the other digital trees we studied in [14, 15], the corre-
sponding expansion (4.4) had I = 0 and the corresponding A(w) satisfied A(w) ~ 1 as
w ~ o. Note that as w ~ 0 we have k - log2n ~ 00 so we are approaching the region
where the mass is concentrated, which occurs for k = A(logn)[1 + 0(1)] and A > 1/1og2.
In the present case we have I = t and we will show in Section 8 that A(w) cannot ~ 1 as
w ~ O. Thus the structure of the BST model is much different in the central region, than
other digital trees such as PATRICIA and DST.
5 Far Right Tail
We proceed to analyze the right tail regions, starting with the far right tail where n - k =
j = 0(1). We shall use linearization of (2.2) to obtain asymptotic results in this region.
Our strategy is to move toward the central region from both the left and right sides, so we
analyze the central region last.
15
We change variables from (k, n) to (j, n) with
F j -n+I -
From (2.2) we then obtain the following problem for pi:
~2_~ Fl+j+n __1_~ Fl+i-npi-I.
n+16 I. n+16 I. n-I.
1.=0 1.=0
2 n 1 i-I
'" pl.+i-n _ __ '" pl+i-npi-I..




Here we have used the fact that F~ = 0 for j ;; 0 (since L~ = 1 for k ;::: n) to truncate
the limits on the sums in (5.2). If 2j < n + 2 then the second sum becomes void and the
equation becomes linear:
i-I
Fj - 2 "F j -'
n+l - n+ 16 n-l'
l=O
We can easily solve (5.2) for small values of j. Setting j = 1 we have
(5.3)
n;:::1. (5.4)




For j = 2 (5.3) then yields
, 2 [2 I 2 2 2n - I 1
Fn+l = n+ 1 Fn + Fn_tl = n+ 1Fn + (n+ 1) (n-l)!'
Solving this simple difference equation gives
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)F' 2n [n(n-I) ]n=. 8 +C2,n.
To determine C2 we use (5.2) with j = 2 and n = 1,2,3 to conclude that Pi = Fi = Fl = 1.
Using (5.7) with n = 4 yields C2 = 0 and hence
2n - 3
I £n-'- n = (n-2)!'




In view of (5.5) and (5.7) we have
2 2 [2n -' 2n - 3 ]F 3 1 - __p3 - -- + T'----co"
n+ n + 1 n - n + 1 (n - 3)! (n - 2)!
whose solution is
3 _ 2n [n(\ + 3n2 _ 5n3 + n ]
Fn - n! 64 96 + C3 1 n ~ 5.
By examining (5.2) with j = 3 and n = 2,3,4,5 we find that Fi = Fi = F~ =




2"-6 [ ( 1) ]p; ~ --;;I n(n -1)(n - 2) n -:3 - 40 , n~5. (5.12)
In a similar manner we can compute Fj for any fixed j.
For a fixed j and n sufficiently large Fj has the form 2n (n!)-l x [polynomial in n of
degree 2j - 2]. We thus write
- 2n 2· 2F]""'-n]-O'·n , ],n.
n~ 00. (5.13)
Using (5.13) we see that only the terms with I!. = 0 and £ = 1 in the sum in (5.3) are
asymptotically important. We thus write (5.3) as
pi 2 [pi pi-II
n+l '" n+1 n + 11-1
and use (5.13), which yields the recurrence







O'j = (j 1)! and
. 2T1 - 1 (n)2 i -2 1
1 - L n -] ..... -- - "-.:..",,
n n' 2 (j I)!'
We have thus obtained the leading term in the far right tail region. Note that the error
term in (5.13) is 1 + D(n-1).
Our analysis also shows that the non~linear equation becomes exactly linear for n >
2(j - 1). This corresponds (roughly) to the sector I < k < n of the (n, k) plane. We thus
refer to this as the "linear sectorll , and to the range 0 < k < ¥as the "non-linear sectorll •
To uniquely determine the solution to (5.3) in the linear sector we need the values of Fj
when n = 2j - 1. UnfortunatelYl these ultimately depend on how the initial conditions in
(2.3) propagate through the non-linear sector. Thus (5.2) and (5.3) are not immediately
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(5.15)F~ «1 as n --* 00.
useful for determining F~ exactly. However, throughout the right tail of the distribution
we have L~ '" 1 and thus F~ is asymptotically small. Then the non-linear term in (5.2) is
asymptotically small compared to the linear part and we write
j-I
pi 2"pi-E for
n+l '"" n+l L.J n-£
£=0
In Section 8 we show that the non-linear part becomes negligible as we move Qut of the
central region and into the right tail.
Finally, we note that if we expand the leading term for Fi for j fixed as j -7 00, we
obtain
(5.16)P i -n --;2n n+; .Ji 2;2-2; .n ..... n J e ~/2n ,J -7 00.,m"
This will be used for asymptotic matching purposes, as in the next section we will show
that (5.13) ceases to be valid if n,j -+ 00 at the same rate.
6 Right Tail
We consider the limit n, k -+ 00 with kin fixed and 0 < kin < 1. We define a = nfj =
n/(n - k) so that a is fixed and > L First we make some observations about the general








Gj = ""' Tt. 2-lGj-l (6 2)
n+1 :Si; (n - e)! n-E· .
Setting j = 1 yields G~ = el, a constant. Then setting j = 2,3, ... and recursively solving
the resulting difference equations yields
1_
G~ = 4"c\n(n - 1) + C2, (6.3)
1 1 1
G~ = 32c\n(n -1)(n - 2)(n - 3) + 12c\n(n - l)(n - 2) + 4"c2n(n - 1) + C3, (6.4)
1 5
G: 3S/,n(n -I)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4)(n - 5) + 240c1n(n - I)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 4X6.5)
1 1+ 32c,n(n - I)(n - 2)(n - 3) + 32c,n(n - I)(n - 2)(n - 3)
1 1
+ 12c2 n(n - 1)(n - 2) + 4"c3n(n - 1) + C~,
and so forth. It is clear that for general j the solution has the form
(6.6)
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where P, Q and R and polynomials in n of respective degrees 2j - 2, 2j - 4 and 2j - 6. We
write these polynomials as
j-2
P2j-2(n) ~ I: Ai,,[n(n -1)(n - 2)··· (n - 2j + m + 3)),
m=O
j-3
Q2j_,(n) - I: Bi,,[n(n -1)(n - 2)··· (n - 2j + m +5)],
m=O
j-4
R2j_6(n) = I: Ci,,[n(n - l)(n - 2)··· (n - 2j +m + 7)].
m=O
Furthermore, the coefficients are related by
(6.7)
Aj-l
m , j ~ 3,
In Appendix A we estimate the relative sizes of these polynomials in various limits. We
consider
Q2j_,(n) R2j-6(n)
P2j_2(n) ' P2j- 2(n)
and show that for n ~ 00 and j fixed we have QIP = O(n-2 ) and RIP = O(n-~). For
n,j -+ 00 with a = nfj fixed and> 1, we obtain QIP = O(n-1 ) and RIP = O(n-2 ).
However, if k,n -+ 00 with j) = kl(logn) fixed and 1/ > A = 4.311 ... , then P, Q and R
become of comparable magnitude.
Let us define
_. 2n
F~ = Cl-, P2j_2(n). (6.8)n.
It follows that on the j and a scales we have Fi '" Pi and we refer to Pi as the "uniform
right tail" (URT) approximation. It applies in the right tail with the exception of the near
right tail, where all the terms in the series (6.6) contribute. We shall analyze this case
separately in Section 7. The calculations in Section 5 showed that C1 = ~, C2 = 0 and
C3 = -~. To obtain these values we needed to use the initial conditions in (2.3) and to
see how they propagate through the non-linear sector. While this method can compute
the first few Ct, it doesn't seem feasible to obtain Ce in general. Fortunately, only Cl is
important in most of the right tail region. Since C2 = 0 the above discussion shows that
FpliT = 1 + O(n-4 ) if n -+ 00 with j fixed, and FPIFp = 1 + O(n-2 ) on the a-scale. We
proceed to explicitly calculate the polynomial P.
We use (6.6) and (6.7) in (6.2) to obtain (neglecting Ce for I! ~ 2)
j~2 j-2




~ L L A~'2-'n(n -1)(n - 2)··· (n+m+e - 2j + 3).
t=:l m=:O
By comparing coefficients of (n)t = n(n -1)··· (n - P. + 1) we are led to the recurrence
(6.9)j;:::m+1.
21-m m-2
(2 . )Ai 4m-i '" 2-l Ai-lJ - m m-2 = (. )1 + LJ m-t-l'
J - m . 1.=:1







~ j ? 2.0 (j - 1)1
We also note that as n -} 00 with j fixed Gt. f'V cIA~n2j-2, which when used in (6.1) regains
the leading term in the far right tail.
To solve (6.9) we set f. = j - m - 2 with
AI. ~ B(m,j - m - 2) = B(m,e) (6.10)
to obtain (shifting m -} m + 2 in (6.9))
4-1. m
(m + 2e + 2)B(m,e) ~ 2-m - 1 f"! + L 2-PB(m - p + 1, e - 1) (6.11)
p=:l
and this holds for m, f. ;::: O. Furthermore we let




We next introduce the bivariate generating function
00 00
H(z,w) = L Lzmw'H(m,e)
m=:O t=:o
(6.13)
and obtain from (6.12) the partial differential equation
8H(z,w) 8 _ eW 2w - -
z 8 +2-
8
(wH(z, w)) ~ -- + --(H(z, w) - H(O, w)).
z w 1-z 1-z






and then the above partial differential equations becomes
oH(z,w) 0 - 1 2w-
z 0 +2;;-(wH(z,w))=--+--H(z,w).
z uW l-z l-z
Letting w -jo 0 yields
_ 1 OOzm
H(z,O)~-2[z+log(l-z)J~L --2'
z m=O m +
(6.14)
Using the method of characteristics to integrate the PDE (6.14) we find that the only
solution analytic at z = 0, W = 0 is given by
H(z,w) = 2~ [cxp (- ~~[z+IOg(I-Z)J)-I].
Inverting the transform over w in (6.13) we find that
~ mH( £) ~ (-IOg(I-Z)-Z)1+1 2'
~/ m, z2 (£+ 1)1"
By Cauchy's formula (d. [22]) and (6.10) we obtain




where is the loop integral is around z = O. Using Cl = ~ we thus have, from (6.7), (6.9) and
(6.16),
j-2 1
pi = 2J1 - i L
J1 m=O (j m I)! (n
(6.17)
where
I( .) - _1_! -m-I (-IOg(1 - z) - Z),-m-I dm,J - . z 2 z.
21l"t Z
(6.18)
We proceed to evaluate Fi asymptotically in various limits. Since j = n - k we see that
Pi is defined for all k ~ o. For n < 2j - 2 (i.e., n > 2(k + 1)), the lower limit on the sum
in (6.17) must be truncated at m = 2j - 2 - n. We first establish the following lemma.
Lemma 1 The Cauchy integral I(m,j) has the following asymptotic expansions.
(1) For m -jo 00, j - m fixed
I j - m - 1(I )j-m-2'" og .
m
21
1- _I_z-m-I[Il.( )];-m-I 1
.,j2:;; 0 zo ,j2j
(6.19)




where r(·) is the Euler gamma Junction.
(3) For m,j --t 00 with mfj fixed and a< mfj < 1
[
1 m 1]-1/2
m (1 - zo)zo - j - m Z6
where Zo = zo(mfj) is the solution to
. 2 1 1 11+_1_= Zo -
j - m (1 - zo) log(I - zo) - zo ~ 1 - zo Il.(zo)
and Il.(z) = -[log(I - z) + zllz'-
(4) For j -+ 00, m fixed
I '" 2m+l-j~ (~j)m
m! 3
Proof. Since the result follows from asymptotically evaluating the integral in (6.18) using
standard me~hods, we only briefly sketch the proof. We note that other ~han z = a the
integrand's only singularity is the branch point at z = L By deforming the contour in
(6.18) into an integral about the branch cut (a Hankel contour; cf. [22,23]), and we obtain
the following alternate representation for I:
I ~.!. r=(I + y)-m-1<s ([1Ti -logy - 1 - y];-m-I) dy.
1T Jo (I +y)'
where S' denotes the imaginary part. If m --t 00 with jm fixed the main contribution to
the integral comes from the lower endpoint. Setting y = u/m we obtain
1 r= . )I"'1rmJo e-uS'([logm+tri-logu-1+0(m-1)j1-m-l du
j - m - 1 (I )i-m-2'" ogm
m
which establishes part (1) of the Lemma 1. We could obtain the same directly from the
singularity analysis in [10]'
For j --t 00 and m fixed the major contribution to the integral in (6.18) comes from
z = 0 and we obtain
(6.20)
22
and this establishes Lemma 1 part (4).
Now consider m,j --t ec at the same rate. We use (6.18) and the saddle point method
(c!. [22,23]), writing the integrand as [zA(z)t 1 exp[-m log z + (j - m)log(A(z))]. The
saddle point equation is
d .
dz (-mlogz+ (J -m)log(A(z))) ~ 0
or
m A'(z) I 1
-- = z-- = -2 + ----.
j-m AW 1-zAW
We can easily show that the above has a unique solution z = Zo = zo(mfj) that lies on
the real axis in the range 0 < z < 1. The directions of steepest descent at this saddle are
arg(z - zo) = ±1r/2 and then the standard Laplace estimate yields
1 1 -m j-m (m . [A"(Zo) (A'(Zo))2])-'/2
1- zoA(zo) ,the'o [A(zo)] z6 + (J - m) A(zo) - A(zo)
Now, z.6,'(z) + 2.6..(z) = 1/(1 - z) whose derivative yields
.6,//(zo) Ll'(zo) 1 1
Zo = -3 + --
A (zo) A(zo) (1 - zo)' A(zo)
mIl 2j-m
= -3 J-·---m-zo + '(10-'-:"'z-0') ~j'---m-
(6.21)
It follows that
",; + (j _ m) [A"(Zo) _ (A'(Zo»)2] ~ (2j _ m)~ [_1__~~] .
Zo Ll(zo) ..6.(zo) Zo 1 - Zo j - m Zo
Using the above in (6.21) establishes part (c) of the Lemma. We note that Zo --t 0+ as
mfj --t 0 and Zo --t 1- as mfj --t 1; more precisely
3m m -0 m
Zo ,...., -- - --t O· 1 - zo - -- Ii = 1 - - --t 0
2j'j' logo' j'
Now set j - m = {J.log m in (6.19). Using y = u/m we thus obtain
I ,...., 1r~1000 e-U(logm)i-m-1S)' ([1+ 1ri-l~~g~-1 +O(m-l)r·IOgm-l)dU
,...., 1r~ (logm)i-m-1S)' (1000 e-uetJ.(:ri-IOgu-1ldu)
_1_(logm)j-m-1 sin(~I1.)e-~·r(1-11.).
~m
Thls applies for {J. < 1, but we can show, using (6.18), that the result can be continued
into the range {Jo. ~ 1. Using sin(1rz)r(l- z) = 1f/r(z), we have established part (2) of the
Lemma 1.•
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With Lemma 1 we have the expansion of I(m,j) for all possible ranges in the sum
in (6.17). We next obtain the asymptotic expansion of Pi in various ranges; these arc
summarized below.
Lemma 2 The asymptotic expansions of Pi in (6.17) are as follows:
(a) For n -t 00, j ~ 0(1)
_. 21' n 2j- 2 . 1 (2e)n n2J-2FJ "" _ 21-2J "" __ _ 21-2J
n n! (j -I)! .,f2nn n (J -I)!
(b) For n,j -t 00, j ~ O(VnJ
..!.. 1 2n+1-2jn2j-2exp (_3. P)
n! (j - I)! 3 n
Iff n+i ( 2.')J e 2n-2j 2j-2 J- - ---. n exp --- .1r nnnp 3 n
(e) For n,j -} 00,0' = nfj fixed, 1 < 0' < 00
F-j "" (2e)n-
i j-n -j(I _ )j-n .jaz.
n 2n z.. z. ~ ,
21rn v 1- z.";O'z. - 1
where z. = z.(O') is the unique solution to
loozm 1- ~ I: (' ) = 1+ -(1 - z.) log(I - z.J,
0' m=lmm+l z.
(d) For n, k - j -} 00, k = O(logn)
_ (2e)k (logn)k+l 1FJ"" _
n k nk3j2.,j2ir r (--'---).
logn
(e) For k = 0(1), n -t 00
_ . 2k (,.l",og",n",),--kFJ "' __
n k! n
O<z. < 1.
Proof. We again only sketch the proof of Lemma 2. If j is fixed and n -} 00 the dominant
term asymptotically in the sum in (6.17) eorre~ponds to m = O. Since I(O,j) = 21- j we
obtain part (a) of Lemma 2. Now let n,j -} 00 with j/..;ri fixed. We define
Ai
and note that
J(m + 1) A!n+1 1
J(m) - Ai" n-2j+m+3
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For m = 0(1) we use part (4) of Lemma 1 to conclude that
f(m+ 1) 4 j2---f(m) 3nm
Now all terms with m = 0(1) in the sum in (6.17) are of comparable magnitude, and we
obtain
Summing the exponential series and using (n - 2j)! '" n!n-2j exp(2p In) leads to part (b)
of Lemma 2.
Next we consider n,j -). 00 at the same rate with 0:' = nfj > 1. Now the dominant
contribution to the sum in (6.17) will come from large m, with m = O(j). In this range we
may use the expansion in part (3) of Lemma 1. Note also that in this limit
f(m+1) j-m 1 2j-m l-zo
- ~ ----,'--;;-0
f(m) n + m 2j zo.6.(zo) n + m - 2j Zo
where we have used the equation satisfied by zo(mjj). As mlj -). a we have Zo -). a and
f(m + 1) > f(m) and as mfj -). 1 we have Zo -). 1 and f(m + 1) < f(m). Thus the major
contribution to the sum should come from where f(m + 1)1 f(m) = 1, so that
(m) 2j -mZo = Zo T = n -








__1_ 1 e(2j-n-m)log(n+m-2j)en+ m- 2j
.,fIii (n + m - 2j)5j2
along with Lemma 1(3) to obtain
2n - j j-2 r;=-;;: 1 1 [1 mlj 1] -1/2
F~ '" (27l")3/2 fo V~ (n + m - 2j)5/2 zo.6.(zo) (1- zo)zo - 1 - mlj zfi (6.23)
x exp{n - j + (m - j)log(j -m) + (2j -n-m)log(n+m- 2j)
m log Zo + (j - m) log["'(zo)]}.
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Next we set Q' = nfj > 1, x = mfj E (0,1) and use the identity log[..6.(zo(x))] = log(1 -






(2 - x - a) log(x + a - 2) - x log[zo(x)J - (1 - x) log[1 - zo(x)J + (x - 1) log(2 - x)
1- zo(x) ~ [I 1 XI] -1/2
- (a + x - 2)5/2 zo (x) V~ zo(x) 1- zo(x) - 1 - x zij(x)
By the Laplace method, the major contribution to the integral will come from where F is
maximal in the range 0 ~ x ~ 1. We have
BF [2 - x 1 - zo] 1 , [-X 1 - x ]-=log -- +--+zo(x) --+ .
ax Zo x+Q'-2 x-2 zo(x) 1-zo(x)
Setting the above equal to zero and using
, [1-X X] I
zo(x) 1 zo(x) - zo(x) ~ 2 - x





Note that this is the same as (6.22)_ Equation (6.25) defines x = x.. {a) and we set z.. (a) =
zo(x.(a)). By u5ing (2 - x)/(1 - x) ~ 1/[""(zo)(l- zo)] we can eliminate x in (6.25) and
obtain
I (I - z.)log(1 - z.)
- -1~ .
a z.
The standard Laplace estimate of the integral in (6.24) is
G(x.; a)
Using x. = 2 - az.. we obtain
. 27l" ei F(x. ;a) .
JlFxx(x.;all
F(x.;a) ~ (1- a) loga + (1- a) log(l- z.) -Iogz.
so that
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n = jo: (6.26)
where
By differentiating the equation defining z'" we obtain
,1 l-z.
z -
'" - ~ (a + l)z.. - 2
where z~ = z~(x.(a)). We also have
1 1 [1 1],F:z::z: = -- - - -- + - Zo
x-2 x+a-2 l-zo Zo
so that
IFxz(x.; <»1 ~ (~+ z;) (1 )'
a z'" l-z..
Using (6.27) in (6.28) and setting x'" = 2 - Q'Z", we find that
H() 1 z.
a = a3/2~.jQ'Z. 1
(6.27)
(6.28)
and thus we have established part (c) of Lemma 2.
The above analysis holds for a > 2 (i.e., n > 2j). For 1 < a < 2 we must truncate the
lower limit of the sum in (6.17) at m = 2j - 2 - n, and thus the lower limit on the integral
in (6.24) must be replaced by 2 - a. However, for any fixed a > 1, the point x.(a) satisfies
x",(a) > 2 - a (since 0 < z.. < 1), so that the leading term for F~ applies for all a > 1.
However, as 0:' -+ 1- the interval of integration shrinks to zero and we must reconsider the
discrete sum in (6.17).
Next we consider n -+ 00 with k = n - j = 0(1). Truncating the sum in (6.17), setting
j - m - 2 = f. and using part (1) of Lemma 1, we are led to
-i ,~ 1 1 1 , 2'[lognJ'
Fn -2 L(k_l)rlr -k-I- (log(n-k-I-2)) --:;- ,
£=0 .. n 2 k. n
since the dominant term in the sum is that with f. - k. This yields part (e) of Lemma 2.
Finally we consider the limit k, n -+ 00 with k = O(logn). Now we use part (2) of
Lemma 1 to obtain
Pi-2''t 1 1 [log(n-k-I-2)Jl+1 1
n '-_0 (k 1)1 (I + 1)1 n k I 2 r ( '+2
log(1l k £
(
1+2 )exp - ,---.,----,-----,-;;;-2»)' log(n k - I - 2)
The major contribution to the sum will come from the upper limit, but now an infinite







k)! "" (k + 1)!kl -1.: and obtain
F~ ~ ~ ;~:) (k ~ I)! t, co~ntk (l~;:);):'
21.: e-v k~kel.: k+l 00 vi
~ -;;-rtv) v'21Ck3/,(logn) ~ i!'
We have thus established parted) of Lemma 2.•
We now have a rather complete de.'icription of the asymptotic behavior of F~. We next
discuss the range of validity of the approximation 1 - L~ = 1 - L~-j = F~ "" F~. As
discussed at the beginning of this section, the terms proportional to Cl for e 2: 2 in (6.6)
are negligible on both the j and a scales. In view of the estimates in Appendix A, this is
no longer true in the near right tail, where k = vlogn and A < v < 00. We thus analyze
this case separately in Section 7. Upon examining the five expressions in Lemma 2, we see
that in cases (a)-(c) and (e), F~ is asymptotically small. However, when k = vlogn and
v lies in the range A' < v < A, where A and A' are the two solutions to z log(2e/z) = 1
(thus a < AT < 1 < A = 4.311 ... ), then F~ is asymptotically large in n. This would lead
to L~ > 1 and thus this range is clearly not in the right tail. Now suppose we assume
that either (c) or (d) are valid in the near right tail. We can easily show that (c) and (d)
asymptotically match in an intermediate limit where a -!- 1 and v -4 00. By letting v -4 00
in (d) we obtain the solution in the matching region as
pi ~ (2.)' V10g n (IOgn)\xp (-~log (~) +~).
n 211"nk k logn logn logn
Note that this becomes 0(1) in n when
1 A
k ~ Alogn - ---loglogn+ 0(1).
2A-l
Thus the assumption of being able to "push" the relation Fi ,...., FJ into the near right tail
(i.e., the v-scale) leads to the value of B in (2.8L which was conjectured to be true in the
past. However, the analysis of the v and ( scales in Section 7 and Section 8 will exclude
this possibility.
7 Near Right Tail
We consider k = vlogn, n -4 00 and v E (A,oo). Since we are still in the right tail we
consider the linear problem (5.15) and change variables from (k,n) to (v,n) with
. (k ) (n - j )FJ = U(vjn) = U --in = U --;n
n logn logn
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where k = n - j. It follows that
. (IOgn 1 )p] -U II + 'n+l
n+l - log(n + 1) log(n + 1)'
and
j_I _ ( logn. )
Fn_ l - U vlog(n_£),n-£ .






2 n-vlo.n-1 (I )~n ~nU v + ;n + 1 ~ -- U v ; n - £ . (7.4)
log(n + 1) log(n + 1) n + 1 ~ log(n - £)
We analyze (7.4) by a (linear) WKB expan.'iion. That is, we assume an asymptotic expansion
of the form
(7.5)
Here 6 is a constant which must be determined along with a(v) and b(II).
We shall show that in order to uniquely determine U (or even a(II)), we need the behavior
of U as II -4 00. We require that as II -4 00 U asymptotically matches to the expansion on
the a-scale, as a .j. 1. The basic idea of matched asymptotic expansion is that an approximate
solution to a given problem is sought not as a single expansion in terms of a single scale but
as two or more separate expansions in terms of two or more scales, each of which is valid
in part of the domain. We chose the scales so that the overall expansion covers the whole
domain and that the domains of validity of neighboring expansions overlap. Because the
domains overlap, we can match or blend the neighboring expansions. If this is possible, the
resulting solution is called the matched asymptotic expansion (d. [18]).
In our ca.'ie, by rewriting (6.29) in terms of II, this implies that
We thus have
(2e)V log 71 II-V log nU(II' n) '" e-V log v+v
, 2nnv .jlog n '
II -4 00. (7.6)
v --; 00
v --; 00a(v) ~ v log v - vlog(2e) + 1,
b(v) '" _1_ev-vlogv,
2"v
and 6 = -1/2. We also give an independent derivation of the value of 6 below.
Using (7.5) and the expansions
logn 1 1 1
V + ~v+--+O(n-)




logn = 1- _I_log (1- £.) + _1_ log2 (1- £.) +0(Jog-3 n )
log(n - £) log n n log2 n n
we find that the left side of (7.4) becomes
(Jogn)'e-.(uj log"e-"(u) [1- a"(v)] [b(V) + b(l) (v) + b'(v) + 0(log-2n)] . (7.9)
210gn Iogn
The right side of (7.4) is asymptotically equal to
~ f:(Jogn)' [1 + JIOg(t - lin) + 0(IOg-2n)] [b(V) + _1_ (b(lj(v) - vb'(v) log (1 _ £.))]
n £=0 ogn logn n
xe-a(IJ)loglle- 1og(1-l/n)(a(IJ)-va'(II») [1- v2all (v) log2 (1- £) + O(IOg-2 n)].
210gn n
Using the Euler-MacLaurin formula we find that the above is asymptotic to
(Jogn)'e-·(ujlog" X (2b(V) J,' (1- x)""(uj-.(ujdx (7.10)
+ _1_ [2 f'<l- x)""(uj-,(Uj(b(lj(v) - vb'(v)log(l- x)
logn 10
+ Jb(v)log(1 - x) - ~v2a"(v)b(v) log2(1 - x))dx] + 0(log-2n)) .
We cancel the common factor (logn)OCa(lI) logn in (7.9) and (7.10), compare terms of orders
0(1) and O(log-l n), and explicitly evaluate the x-integrals in (7.10). This yields
and
va'(v) - a(v) + 1 = 2ea'(v) (7.11)
[
b'(V) _ ~b(V)a"(v)] e-·'(uj ~ _ 2[Jb(v) - vb'(v)] _ 2v
2
a"(v)b(v) (7.12)
2 [va'(v) a(v) + 1]' [va'(v) a(v) + 1]3'
The non-linear ODE (7.11) is a Clairaut equation (ef. [11]). To solve it we differentiate
(7.11) with respect to v to find that
so that either a"(v) = a or a'(v) = log(v/2). The former leads to a(v) = kv + k' and then
(7.11) is satisfied if k' = 1 - 2ek . Thus a(v) = kv - 2ek + 1 is a one-parameter family of
linear solutions. The solution with a'(v) = log(v/2) is the geometric envelope of this family




In view of (7.7) the linear solutions must be rejected, and then (7.13) shows that (7.7) holds
for all v > A, not just v -+ 00. Note that
a(A) = 0 and a'(A) = log (1) ~ 1 - ~ > o.
Using (7.13) we find that va'(v) - a(v) + 1 = v with which (7.12) becomes
[b'(V) - ~b(V)~] ~ = -~[5b(v) - vb'(v)] - ~b(v)2 v v 1.12 1.12
(7.14)
so that b(v) = (26 + 2)b(v) and hence 6 = -1/2. This confirms the result we obtained
via asymptotic matching. However, setting 6 = -1/2 in (7.12) and using (7.13) yields "0
= 0", and thus bey) cannot be determined! In Section 10 we briefly discuss the numerical
computation of b(v), but this too is problematic. In view of (7.8) we have the behavior as
1.1-+ 00 and in Section 8 we discuss the behavior of bey) as v -+ A.
Note that we can solve (7.12) for b'lb, which yields
b' 1 aile-a' + 2(va' - a + 1)-2 - 4v2a"(va' - a + 1)-3=
b '2 eO.' -2v(va'-a+1) 2
By writing (7.11) as e-a' = 2/(va' - a + 1) and differentiating twice we obtain




Using (7.16) in (7.15) then yields b'lb = am1(2a") so that b = (canst.) H. The problem
with this argument is that if a(v) is given by (7.13) the right side of (7.15) becomes "010",
which can be interpreted in many different ways. Also, the solution b = (const.)v-1/ 2 would
not satisfy the matching condition (7.8).
Thus we have been able to determine 6 and a(v) in (7.5), but not the 0(1) factor b(v).
We also note that on the v-scale 1 - L~ = O(n-a(v»), which is algebraically small in n. In
this section we neglected the non-linear terms in (5.2). However, these are (roughly) of
order 0(n-2a(v» and since a(v) > °for v > A, they do not contribute to the asymptotic
series in (7.5), whose terms are O(n-a(v)(logn)-P) for p = ~,~, ....
8 Central Region
We consider the important central region, where L~ undergoes the transition from L~ :::::: °
to L~ :::::: 1, and where most of the mass is concentrated. Now we must analyze the full
non-linear problem (2.2).
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We define ( by
(= k - Alogn -Bloglogn (8.1)
and for now we treat Aand B as arbitrary parameters. They will ultimately be determined
by asymptotically matching the central and near right tail regions. We set
L~ = f((;n) = f(k - Alogn - B log logn; n)
and note that
L k,
- f ((+ 1- A log (1+~) - Blog COgl~::1») ;n +1),
f (-AlogW -BlogG~:~);i).
Hence l in terms of ( and n, (2.2) becomes
f (, + I-Alog (1+~) -Blog COgl~:: 1») ;n+ 1) (8.2)
1 ..(!-. ( _ (e) _ (loge)) ( - ( e) - (IOg(n-f)) )--6/ (-Alog - -Blog -- ;f f (-Alog 1-- -Blog ;n-l .
n+ll~O n logn n logn
We assume (as n -t 00 with ( fixed) an expansion of the form
1 1
f«;n) = f«) + ~fll}(() + ~-fI2}«) + ...
logn log2 n
(8.3)
Using (8.3) in (8.2), setting x = lin and approximating the sum by an integral leads to
and
f« + 1) = l f« - Alogx)f« - Alog(I- x»dx (8.4)
fll}« + 1) - 2l f{l}(, - Alogx)f« - Alog(I - x))dx (8.5)
- -2B l (logx)!,(( - A logx)f« - A log(I- x»dx.
Note that to obtain the equation (8.4) for the leading term, we can weaken (8.3) to the
assumption that !((i n) -t !(() as n --j. 00.
As (--j. 00 we are entering the right tail so we expect that f(() --j. 1 as (--j. 00. Setting
f() = 1 - g«) we obtain from (8.4)
g« + 1) - 2l g« - Alogx)dx ~ -l g« - A logx)g« - A log(I - x»dx. (8.6)
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(8.7)
Furthermore we denote the solution to the linearized version of (8.6) as gd()' which satisfies
gd( + 1) - 2l gd( - A log x)dx
_ 2/,00 gd( + ,1t)e-'dt.
We note that in (8.6) we have decomposed the non-linear integral operator into linear and
non-linear parts, in a manner similar to (5.2).
We can ea'iily solve (8.7) exactly. Indeed the equation admits exponential solutions of




A = A = 4.311 ...
2
e-ao = > O.
1 +aoA
We thus consider ao = ao(A). By plotting the function F(ao) = (2eUO - I) lao = A versus
aD, we see that if A > A = 4.311 ... , then (8.8) has two solutions, which we denote by u+
and a_ with a+(A) > a_(.il). When A < A, (8.8) has no solution and when A = A then
(8.8) has the unique solution aD = I -l/A, which is a double root of (8.8). We have thus
obtained
Here el, C, C± are arbitrary cOIllitants.
Next we determine A and iJ by asymptotic matching. On the v-scale 1 - L~ is given by
(7.5) with (7.13) and 0 = -1/2. Ncar v = A we have
a(v) = a'(A)(v - A) + !a"(A)(v - A)2 + ... = (1 - .1c) (v - A) + ...!:...(v _ A)2 + ...
2 A M
But, v - A = (k - Alogn)/logn = (( + (A - A) logn + Bloglogn)/(logn). Thus as v -I A
the expansion on the v-scale has the local behavior
b(A)(logn)-1/2 cxp [- (1 - ~) (- (1 - ~) (A - A) logn - (1- ~) B log log n]
(8.10)
if brA) > 0, 01
(8.11)b'(A)[( + (A - A) log n + B log log nj(log n)-3/2
xeXP[-(I- ~)((+(,1-A)IOgn+BIOgIOgn)]
if b(A) = 0 and b'(A) i- O. Since clearly g(() '" 9L(() as ( -+ 00, the asymptotic matching
of the ( and v-scales implies that A = A = 4.311 .... Thus the leading term for E[1inl
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is A logn, as is well-known. The conclusion that A = A is based only on comparing
the exponential growth rates in (8.9) and (8.10), (8.11). It follows that g(() '" (q( +






'* Cl = b'(A)
(I) Cl = 0 '*
(2)
Note that in the former case (logn)-lj2exp [- (1- 1) B log logn] = 1and in the latter
case (logn)-Sj2 exp [- (1- *) Bloglogn] = 1.
We now show that case (1) in (8.12) leads to a contradiction. If g(() behaved purely as
an exponential as ( -} 00, then we can construct the exact solution to the full non-linear
problem in the form
00




Using (8.13) in (8.6) leads '0
00L e(m)e-maOc-mao<
m=l
By comparing coefficients of c-mao <, using
r' xm"A(I_ x)",Adx = B(I + ma A I + fa A) = r(m(A -I) + l)f(e(A -I) + I)
10 0, 0 f«m + f)(A 1) + I) ,
setting
erN)
erN) = f(N(A I) + I)'
and noting that e-ao = 2/A, we are led to the recurrence
[ (
2)N] N-l
erN) 2 - (N(A -I) + I) A ~ {;, e(f)e(N - f) (8.15)
for N ~ 2. By the matching condition we have e(1) = c= b(A) so we set
to find that d(N) satisfies, for N ~ 2
[ (
2)N] N-l
d(N) 2 - (N(A - I) + I) N ~ {;, d(f)d(N - e), d(l) = 1. (8.16)
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In terms of d(N) we have
00 (b(A)r(A))m [( 1)]
g(() ~ f,r(m(A 1) + l)d(m)exp -m 1- A ( . (8.17)
From (8.16) it follows that d(N) > 0 for all N ~ l.
In Appendix B we show by a combination of analytical and numerical methods tha.t
N->oo (8.18)
where Ll and L2 are constants, whose approximate numerical values are
Ll :::::: 3.89, L, '" .377. (8.19)
But, in view of (8.18) we see that the coefficients in the series (8.17) decay faster than
geometrically, roughly as exp(-m(A - l)logm). It follows that (8.17) defines an entire
function of (. But then (since d(m) > 0 for all m) g() -4 00 as ( -+ 00 and thus f() -+ -00
as ( -+ 00. Since this is unacceptable for a probability distribution, we conclude that we
cannot have C( = 0 in (8.12) a.nd thus case (2) must hold.
We observe that (8.4) is independent of E. The solution to this equation is not unique,
for if fo() is a solution, so is fo( + c) for any constant c. The asymptotic matching
condition 1 - f() ,...., cl(exp [- (1- *) (], ( -+ 00 is needed to uniquely specify J(().
Setting A = A we can recast this equation as follows. We let
1tJ. = _e-(/A, (~-Alog(AtJ.), f(() ~ /(tJ.).
A
Then (8.4) becomes
1(~ tJ.) - l' /(xtJ.)/((I- x)tJ.)dx
1 r""- -
~ tJ. 10 f(y)f(tJ. - y)dy.
Introducing the Laplace transform
(8.20)




This is precisely the equation analyzed by Drmota [7]. In terms of F(l1) we thus have




for arbitrary a in the complex l1-plane. Note that the solution to (8.21) is also not Imique:
if FO(77) is a solution, so is ..\Fo(..\77) for any ..\. The contractive nature of (8.21) implies that
F(77) is an entire function, and this was rigorously shown by Drmota in [7]. The solution
to (8.21) can be made unique by using a normalization such as F(O) = L However, such
an arbitrary choice would not give the proper normalization (or shift) for f((); for this we
needed the asymptotic matching condition.
We can get some information about the behavior of F(77) as 77 --t ±oo, and that of f(()
as (--t -00. For 77 --t +00, it is shown in [7] that any (non-zero) solution to (8.21) satisfies
F(l1) '" 1/77 as 77 --t 00. This can be extended to a full asymptotic series of the form
1 = 1
F(~) - - + L I+m(A-') Pm(lDg~)
77 n1o=1 77
where Pm is a polynomial of degree m. Using (8.23) in (8.21) and also using exp (1 -:t) =
1- we are led to the recurrence
[1+ m(A -l)JPm(lDg~)- P;"(lDg~) - 2 (~r Pm (lDg~ - ~)
(~rl'p'(IDg~- ~)Pm-+g~- ~), m~l.
£=:1
Upon setting m = 1 in (8.24) we obtain
AP,(X) -P;(X) -AP, (X - ~) =0.
This is sati$fied by an arbitrary linear polynomial, so we write
P,(X) = DX + D.












A' [2 - A -]
4A_2_A,D 4A_2_A,D+D ,
A' [iJ' (2 - A)DiJ D' (2 - A)'D' ]
4A-2-A' 2+ 4A-2-A'+2(4A-2-A') + (4A-2-A')' .
We use (8.23) in (8.22). Since F(71) is entire we ean shift the contour far to the right,
where Tf -lo +00. It follows that as ( -lo 00
00 1 j,M+iOO Pm(log~) [ .-(/A]
f(() -1+ L: -2' . l+m(A ,) exp ~-A d~
m=1 1n M-loo Tf
for arbitrary large M > 0, and thus
f(() -1- %;, Pm(()exp [-m( (1- ~)]
(8.27)
where 'PmO are polynomials of degree m, which can be calculated from PmO as follows:
_ _ _ A-m(A-l) f'oo eW
Pm () - 2' . l+m{A,n -100 w
By contour integration we have
1) Pm (i +logA+Iogw) dw.
1 fioo eW- -dw
21ri -ioo w A
1 fioo eW logw
- dw -
21ri -.00 wA





_ A'-A [ ( r'(A))-]
P,(() ~ -r(A) D A +logA+ r(A) +D.
In view of (8.9), the constants (Cl, c) are related to (D, D) via
so we clearly have D < O.
The numerical studies in Section 10 show that F(Tf) grows rapidly as Tf --} -00. We can




Using the above in (8.21) and retaining only the leading term for P'(.,,) leads to the balance
V[l/211~ 1."lvl+v3-1 exp(1I21.,,11l1) '" e-2jAIIJJ.,,12I1J exp ( - ~ 113) exp(2V21."l vl e-I'J/A)
so we must have
III = Alog2, 113 = Alog2 -1, 114 = (4A log 2)V2
and 1/2 is arbitrary. We have thus formally obtained
F(ry) - 4A(log2)v,,(_ry)Alog2-1 exp[v2(_ry)Alog2j, ry --t 00. (8.28)
The numerical calculation of 112 is discllssed in Section 10.
We next analyze (8.4) (with A = A) in the limit (" -j. -00. Now we arc getting into the
left tail '0 we have f(() --t 0+ os ( --t -00. We ,et I; ~ e-( with f(() = h(e-() ~ h(<) ~
f( -logl;) and ohtain from (804)
h (D ~ l h(l;xA)h(I;(1 - x)A)dx.
As ( -j. -00 we have e-j. +00. We seek an asymptotic solution to (8.29) in the form
We thus obtain
where the last step involved Laplace's method to evaluate the integral as'; -} 00 (the major
contribution comes from x::::::: ~). It follows that
log2
or fJ~ Al ~ .3486 ...og2 -1
Then we get f31 = f3/2 and
(3,=2 f2CjAfJ(AfJ-1) =2 f2C Alog2 .V---:; V---:; A log 2 - 1
In tenns of (" we have




for some constant c. The value of c cannot be determined solely from (8.4), in view of the
translation invariancc of this equation.
An alternate argument for (8.30) is as follows. Since F(TJ) is an entire function we shift
the contour in (8.22) toward the left where we may use the expansion (8.28), that applies
for TJ -t -00. This yields
where M > 0 is a large positive number. For ( --+ -00 the above has a saddle point where
Then the standard saddle point approximation leads to
x
4Av210g2 e-(/A 1
J2,T v,A' log 2 y'v,A log 2(A log 2 1)
_Alog22 I
[
e-(/A ] 2(.,llog2 1) ex
p
[1-Alog2 ( 1 )..1105 2
Y:2A210g 2 A2 log 2 v2A210g2
, ( (log2)]exp - .
Alog2 1
The above agrees precisely with (8.30) if V2 and c are related by
Alog2 _ I
C = (A log 2 - 1)(A2 1og 2)- ,Uog2_i V
2
A log2
Having derived the behavior of f(() as ( --+ -00, we investigate the asymptotic matching
bctween the w and ( $cales. We recall that log2 w = log2 n - k and thus
( (IO~2 - A) logn - Bloglogn -log2w,
w nl-Alog2e-( log2(log n)-B log2.
By a<>ymptotic matching, (8.30) should agree with the behavior of vnA(w)e-n¢(w) a."i w--+
0+. This is true provided that as w --+ 0
,




A(w)",-, - VCw2Alog21(_logw)tJB .
1r Alog2-1
Note that the above is consistent with the relationship between ¢(w) and A(w) in (4.7).
To summarize, we have shown that analysis of the central region involves solving the
non-linear integral equation in (8.4). Our formal asymptotic results show that the value
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of B cannot be that in (2.8), and lead to the new conjecture in (2.6). Some numerical
results to support this are presented in Section 10. We have also obtained the tails of
f(O, as ( --7 ±oo. Note that an extreme value (or double exponential) distribution would
correspond to a solution to (8.4) in the form exp(-K2e-
Kj (). While this does not satisfy
(8.4), OUI analysis shows that the distribution behaves (roughly) as a double exponential
at both ±oo. However, the values of K 1 are different in these two limits. The analysis as
( --7 00 would be consistent with K 1 = 1 - IjA = .768 ... , while the ( --7 -00 result would
lead to K 1 = f3 = .348 ...
9 Numerical Studies of the Tails
We assess the numerical accuracy of our results for the M, j and a scales, and also determine
the hitherto unknown function ¢(w), which arose in the analysis of the w scale.




L~LM '" (M 1)!4 2V2K
o
== L~(asy, M-scale). (9.1)
In Table 1 we compare (9.1) to the exact L~ for 1 ~ M :::; 5, and k = 4, 6, 8. We sec
that the agreement is overall quite good. For a fixed M the result improves rapidly with
k, and larger values of k allow for larger values of M to be used. The data in Table 1
are consistent with an error term in (9.1) of the form 1 + 0(2-k ), with the coefficient of
the 0(2-k ) correction term growing with M. Note also that if k = 8 and M = 0(1), the
probability distribution is very small, of the order of 10-10°.
In Table 2 we consider the far right tail, where j = n - k = 0(1) and we have shown
that
211 22j- 2
1- L~-,(. _1)/-2; '" 1- L~(asy, j-scale). (9.2)
n. J .
Note that (9.2) is exact for j = 1 and we may approximate n! by Stirling's formula. When
j = 4 and n = 20 the asymptotic result overestimates the true value by about 50%, but
this improves to an error of about 4% when j = 4 and n = 100.
In Table 3 we compare the exact values of 1-L~ to the asymptotic result on the a-scale.
This corresponds to case (v) in Section 2 and applies when k is a significant fraction of n
(e.g., k = nj2). In Table 3 we also give the uniform right tail result, which is 1 - L~ '" it
where it is given by (6.8) (with £:1 = !). The analysis in Section 6 showed that tlllS applies
on both the j and a scales, though this expression is more complicated in form (and also
more difficult to eVcl.luate numerically) than the j and a scale results. We consider n = 20
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Table 1: Far Left Tail Comparison
~ Lk (exact) I Lk (asy M-scale) In n ,
4 1 .16BO(1O 4) .1716(10 4)
2 .2520(10-3 ) .2745(10-')
3 .1764(10-2 ) .2196(10-')
4 .7937(10-2 ) .1171(10-1 )
5 .2646(10-1 ) .46B5(10-1 )
6 1 .1315(10 23) .1322(10 23)
2 .82B3(1O-22 ) .B459(1O-22 )
3 .256B(IO-20 ) .2707(10-2°)
4 .5232(10-" ) .5774(10-1°)
5 .7896(10- 18 ) .9239(10-18 )
B 1 .7265(10 102) .7275(10 102)
2 .1853(10-99 ) .IB62(10-99 )
3 .2353(10-97 ) .23B4(10-97 )
4 .19B4(1O-05 ) .2034(10-95 )
5 .1251(10-99 ) .1302(10-93 )
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Table 2: Far Right Tail Comparison
~ 1- L~ (exact) 11- L~ (asy, j-scale) I
20 1 .2155(10-12 ) .2155(10-12 )
2 .2047(10-10 ) .2155(10-1°)
3 .9056(10-9 ) .1077(10-8 )
4 .2477(10-7 ) .3592(10-7 )
100 1 .6792(10-128 ) .6792(10-128 )
2 .1681(10-124 ) .1698(10-124 )
3 .2052(10-121 ) .2122(10-121 )
4 .1648(10- 118 ) .1769(10-118 )
200 1 .1019(10-31') .1019(10-31')
2 .1014(10-31°) .1019(10-310 )
3 .5009(10-307 ) .5094(10-307 )
4 .1639(10-303 ) .1698(10-303 )
Table 3: Right Tail Comparison
~ 1 - L k (exact) 11 - L k (asy a-scale) 11 - L k (URT) In n , n
20 15 .4691(10 ') .4927(10 ') .4703(10 ')
10 .1863(10-1) .2065(10-1) .1948(10-1 )
100 90 .3965(10 103) .4018(10 103) .3965(10 103)
80 .1444(10-81 ) .1459(10-81 ) .1445(10-81 )
70 .4650(10-63 ) .4697(10-63 ) .4652(10-63 )
60 .7168(10-47 ) .7251(10-47 ) .7176(10-47 )
50 .9548(10-") .9694(10-") .9576(10-")
40 .1211(10-") .1239(10-20 ) .1220(10-20 )
30 .1087(10-10 ) .1136(10-1°) .1112(10-1°)
25 .1275(10-') .1368(10-') .1333(10-')
20 .2923(10-3 ) .3340(10-3 ) .3231(10-3 )
15 .8922(10-1 ) .1257 .1201
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Table 4: URT Approximation
n n
18 .2047(10 10) .2047(10 10)
17 .9056(10-9 ) .9059(10-9 )
16 .2477(10-7 ) .2480(10-7 )
15 .4691(10-') .4703(10-')
14 .6527(10-5 ) .6559(10-')
13 .6905(10-') .6968(10-' )
12 .5673(10-3 ) .5762(10-3 )
11 .3661(10-') .3759(10-')
10 .1863(10-1 ) .1948(10-1 )
9 .7455(10- 1) .8037(10-1 )
8 .2311 .2635
7 .5368 .6815
[k] 1- L' (exact) 11 - L' (URT) I
and n = 100, for various k = O(n). These results show that while the a-scale expansion is
reasonably accurate, the URT result always improves npOll it. In Table 4 and Table 5 we
consider n = 20 and n = 100, respectively, and compare 1- L~ to the URT approximation.
We decrease k until (the asymptotic) 1 - L~ exceeds 1; by then we are clearly out of the
right tail. We sec that as long as 1 - L~ is small, URT is reasonably accurate. However, if
we define the "numerical near right tail" as those values of k where 1 - L~ = 10-2 - 10-3 ,
then we see that the results in Table 4 (n = 20) are somewhat more accurate than those in
Table 5 (n = 100). This is also consistent with the asymptotic analysis, which predicts that
URT ceases to be valid in the llear right tail, where n --+ 00 with k ~ vlogn, A < v < 00.
Larger values of n allow for a clearer resolution of this asymptotic range.
We next consider the w-scale, where we have L~ '" y'nA(w)e-Jllj!l(w), but ¢(w) is known
only asymptotically for w --+ 0 and w --+ 1. We define
¢num(w; k) = 2
1
logn - ~ log(L~), w = n2-' (9.3)
n n
and
¢~~m(W;k) = -~ log(L~) (9.4)
where L~ is understood to be the exact (numerical) value. According to our WKB expansion
we should have both ¢Jlum and ¢~~m --+ ¢(w) as k (or n) --+ 00 with w held fixed. The
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Table 5: URT Approximation
n n
98 .1681(10 1") .1681(10 1")
95 .9787(10-116 ) .9787(10- 116 )
90 .3965(10- 103 ) .39651O(10- 103 )
80 .1444(10-61 ) .1445(10-81 )
70 .4650(10-63 ) .4652(10-63 )
60 .7168(10-") .7176(10-")
50 .9548(10-33 ) .9576(10-33 )
40 .1211(10-20 ) .1220(10-20 )
30 .1087(10-10 ) .1112(10-1°)
25 .1275(10-6) .1333(10-6 )
20 .2923(10-3 ) .3231(10-3 )
19 .1099(10-2 ) .1240(10-2 )
18 .3802(10-2 ) .4405(10-2 )
17 .1203(10-1) .1444(10- 1)




[I] 1- Lk (exact) 11 - Lk (VRT)
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Table 6: Numerical Evaluation of the ¢ function.











convergence should be faster for ¢num, since (9.3) makes use of the algebraic factor n'Y = .;n
in (4.4). In Table 6(a) we fix w = 1/2 and give ¢num and ¢~~m for k = 5 -8. Both sequences
appear to converge to a value ¢ (!) ~ .28, and the convergence is definitely faster for ¢num.
In Table 6(b) we set n = 2k - 1 so that M = 1 and w = 1- 2-1.:. Note that now we have
the exact theoretical value ¢(l) = c.. = log(2V2Ko) = ,945755 .... We again give ¢num and
¢~~m, for k = 4 - 8. Both sequences again appear to converge with ¢num being the more
rapidly convergent. However, the convergence is somewhat slower than was the case when
w = !. We recall that the rate of convergence of rPulIm(w; k) to ¢(w) should be O(n-1) for
each 0 < w < 1. This corresponds to geometric (O(2-k)) convergence in k. We can use this
observation to accelerate the (numerical) convergence of the data points in Table 6.
If the sequence Xn --7 X as n -t 00 with Xn+l - X n .-v abn for Ibl < 1 and n -t 00, then
we choose a fixed (large) N, define
b= xN+2 - XN+l
XN+l - XN





Applying this to the sequence of ¢num in Table 6(b) with N = 6 and X6 = .9057, X7 = .9232,
Xs = .9332 we obtain b:::::: ,5714 and a ~ .5027. Then (9.5) leads to ¢(l) ~ .9465, and this
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Figme 1: The functions ¢'n.um(w) versus w for: (a) k = 5 and (b) k = 8.
would imply b = 0.5. The fact that b somewhat exceeds this value is likely due to the fact
that the logarithmic singularity in ffl(w) at w = 1 causes the convergence to be slightly
slower than geometric (say O(k2-k )) for w ~ l.
In Figure 1, we plot ¢Jnum for 0 < w < 1 (i.e., 0 < n < 2k) for k = 5 and k = 8. As
k increases the graphs appear to be converging to some function ¢J(w), jf we renormalize
the horizontal axis to the interval 0 < w < L Our analytical results predict ¢(l) is finite
and ¢J(w) - ¢J(l) ....... (1 - w) log(l - w) as w --t 1-; while as w --t 0+ we have (roughly)
¢(w) ~ w·503 . Thus ¢" > a for w near 1 and ¢" < 0 for w near 0, with ¢/ --t 00 as w --t 0+,
The graphs in Figure 1 show that ¢(w) is convex for most of the range 0 < w < 1, with an
abrupt convexity change occurring near w = O. The graphs for each of the cases k show a
"kink" near w = n2~k = 0, which indicates a changing convexity. Note however that for
(numerically) small values ofw, the convergence of tPnum to tP is extremely slow and thus the
graphs cease to be very reliable in this range. If we let n -----) 00 and simultaneously w -t 0+
then we are exiting the left tail and moving into the central or right tail regimes.
10 Numerical Studies of the Central Region
We consider the <and v scales, where 0 < L~ < 1 or 1 - L~ is only algebraically small in
n. First we note that the mean height of the binary search tree is given by
Now define
• •
E[ti.] ~ L k Pr{ti. ~ k} = L(I - L~).
k~l k~O
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where E[1-ln l is understood to be the exact value of the sum in (10.1).
In Table 7 we give Ll(n) and E[1-lnl for n in the range 10 :$ n :$ 200. As discussed in
Section 2 it was conjectured (cf. (2.8)) that .6.(n) -4 -1/2 as n -4 00, while the present
conjecture (2.6) has .6.(n) ----1 -3/2. While Table 7 supports the latter more than the
former, even when n = 200 we have .6.(200) ~ -3.22. Our analysis suggests that the
magnitude of .6.(n) - .6.(00) is O((loglogn)-l). When n = 200, loglogn ~ 1.667 which is
not particularly large. To truly test (2.6) and (2.8) we would probably need log log n ~ 10
and for n = exp(e10 ) it is not feasible to calculate E[llnl numerically.
If we assume that for n -4 00
c
L>.(n) ~ L>.(oo) + I I [1 + o(I)J, c a cons'an',
og ogn
then we can use
c c
L>.(2N) - L>.(N) - log log(2N) log log N
to estimate c, and then estimate .6.(00) as
c
L>.(oo) '" L>.(2N) - loglog(2N)
Using this idea with N = 100 leads to c:::::: -1.507 and then .6.(00) ~ -2.30. This suggests
that .6.(n) in Table 7 may converge to a value significantly larger (less negative) than .6.(200)
('" -3.22).
Our analysis of the v-scale involves the unknown function b(v). We define
bnum(v;n) = jlogn n",Jogv-vlog(2e)+1(1_ L~). (10.3)
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According to (7.5) we should have, for v fixed and n -4 00, bnum(v; n) -4 b(v). We have done
some numerical experiments with k = l610gnJ (thus v:;::: 6), but found that the sequence
(10.3) is not close to converging even when n is as large as 160. It appears that the value
of b(6) is of the order 10-<1. Indeed OUI analysis suggests that b(v) is very small as v -4 00
(cf. (7.8)) and also b(A) = O. Since bey) is only defined for v > A = 4.311 ... , it appears
that b(v) is uniformly small numerically, though asymptotically it is 0(1) as n -4 00. This,
along with the fact that the asymptotic series on the v-scale involves inverse powers of logn,
makes the numerical computation of b(l/) difficult. The analysis predicts that b'(v) < 0 for
v large and b'(A) > O. Thus bey) must have a peak at some v = I/o > A, but our numerical
studies have not been able to confirm this. We note that in order to solve (8.4) numerically,
we need the matching condition as (-400, and thus the value of C1 = b'(A).
Alternately, knowing the constant c that appears in the "near left tail" (i.e., the matching
region between the ( and w scales (cf. (8.30)) is sufficient to uniquely determine fee) in
(8.4). Let us define
1 A
k - Alogn - ---loglogn
2A -I
3 A
k ~ Alogn- ---loglogn
2A-I
(lOA)
and note that (1 (resp. (2) corresponds to the conjecture in (2.8) (resp. (2.6)). Define
1
k.(n) = k.(n;A) = lAlognJ, for -,- < A< A.
og2
Along the sequence k.. (n) we have w -4 0 and (1, (2 -4 -00 so we are in the asymptotic
matching region of the wand ( scales, where (8.30) applies. In Tdble 8 we take). = 2 and
consider L~·(n) for 10 .::; n .::; 200. We compute (1 and (2 from (10.4) with k = k.. (n), use
these values to calculate the right side of (8.30) (up to the constant c) and set the result(s)
equal to the (numerical) value of L~·. This gives a transcendental equation for c, whose
numerical solution is given in Table 8, using both (1 and (2' While it is plausible that as
n -4 00, the numerical values of c do converge to a limit, the oscillatory decrease of L~· as
n -4 00 leads to significant oscillations in c. These results support the "double exponential"
form of the distribution in the matching region, but they are inconclusive as to the value of
the coefficient B of the loglogn correction term to E[llnJ - A log n.
Now consider the differential-delay equation (2.10). Choosing the normalization F(O) =




I c (based on (1) I c (based on (2) In
10 4 .698(10 ') .556 .812
20 5 .231(10-2 ) .601 .989
30 6 .204(10-2 ) 0485 .846
40 7 .615(10-2 ) .383 .692
50 7 .158(10-3 ) 0448 .832
60 8 .275(10-2 ) .343 .651
70 8 .223(10-3 ) .376 .726
80 8 .113(10-' ) 0408 .798
90 8 .345(10-6 ) 0439 .869
100 9 .150(10-3 ) .331 .662
110 9 .197(10-' ) .348 .702
120 9 .209(10-5 ) .363 .741
130 9 .177(10-6 ) .380 .779
140 9 .120(10-') .395 .816
150 10 .282(10-' ) .304 .632
160 10 .619(10-5 ) .313 .655
170 10 .123(10-5 ) .322 .677
180 10 .221(10-5 ) .330 .698
190 10 .360(10-') .339 .719
200 10 .529(10-') .347 .740
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The Nth iterate FN (71) corresponds to a polynomial approximation of degree 2N - 1 to the
entire function F(71). This method is useful for calculating F(71) for moderate values of 1711.
The coefficients in the polynomial approximations have alternating signs, so all terms are
positive for 71 < O. For 1711 < 3 we found that the curves Fd71) and FS(71) are virtually
indistinguishable. In Table 9, we give F(71) to 3 significant digits for certain 71 in the range
[-4,5]. This function grows rapidly as 71 -+ -00 and our numerical studies confirm the
asymptotic result in (8.28). Thus (for F(O) = 1) we obtain V2 :::::: .066 in (8.28).
To summarize, our numerical studies confirm the asymptotic analysis on the M 1 W,
a and j scales. They are not particularly conclusive on the v and ( scales, due to the
respective asymptotic series involving inverse powers of log n.
Appendix A
We estimate the relative size of the polynomials P2j_2(n), Q2j-t\(n) and R2j_6(n) in (6.6).
By considering their degrees we obviously have QIP = O(n-2 ) and RIP = O(n-4 ) for
n -+ 00 with j fixed. Now let n, j -+ 00 at the same rate, with Ct = nfj > 1. In view of
(6.16) and (6.18) we have
. 21- j
A;,. = (j _ m _1),I(m,j).
We have shown that (d. (6.24))
(A.l)
, "-1 2'l-j
Now, Bin = A?n. = (j m 2)!h where




where I is given by Lemma 1(3). We thus have
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2" L: B; ,--------;;c"";-'=-:--:;c;
m=O m(n 2j +m+4)!
2n j-3 2(j - m) 1 1 A?"
- fol>(zo(m/j))n 2j+m+4n 2j+m+3(n-2j+m+2)!
2n+l-jen-je(j-n)logj 11 2(1- x) 1 .
'" e1F'(:t",ct)C(x' a)dx.
(2"j)3/2 0 j(" + x 2)2l>(zo(x)) ,
Evaluating the integral in (A.2) by Laplace's method and comparing the result to (A.l)
yields
Q2j_4.(n) 21 - x.. 1
P2;_2(n) - j l>(z.) (" + x. 2)2





R 2;_6(n) 4 (1- x.)2 1 4 ( Z. )2
P2j_2(n) ,..., j2 .6,:>' (z.) (a + x .. - 2)4. = n 2 1- z..
On the a scale we have 0 < z.. < 1 so that the right side of (A.3) is 0(n-1) and that of
(A.4) is 0(n-2). This shows that F~jF~ = 1 + 0(n-1) for a fixed a > 1. Since C2 = 0 in
(6.6) we can improve this to 1 + 0(n-2 ).
For j fixed we can easily show that as n -+ 00
Q 4(j-1)
P '" n2
R _ 16(j - l)(j - 2)
P n'
Thus on the j scale F~ j F~
However, as a .} 1 we have




so that for /.I = kj logn fixed we have n(1 - z.. ) = 0(1). This shows that P, Q and R (and
indeed all the terms in (6.6)) become of comparable magnitude. This observation led us to
consider a new scale, namely the /.I scale, which we did in Section 7.
Appendix B
We analyze the recurrence (8.16). First we note that as N -+ 00, (8.16) resembles the
simpler recurrence
N-l




Taking c(1) = 1 and introducing the generating fundion
00
C(z) ~ L zNerN)
N=l
leads to
C'(z) = 2C(z) - 2z
so that
C(z) ~ I - Vi 2z
and hence
erN) = (2N) 2-
N
_ 2NN-3!,_I_,
N 2N -I 2y'ii
Now consider (8.16) and let
00
D(z) = L d(N)zN
N=l




D'(z) = 2D(z) -D Gz) - (A -l)z:ZD Gz).
We assume that near the dominant singularity
(B.5)
D(z) - D(z.) - a(z. - z)~[1 + O(z. - z)l; a> 0, 0 < f3 < I (B.6)
and note that the last two terms in the right side of (B.5) are analytic at z •. We thus use
(8.6) to approximate D(z) and D2 (z) in (8.5) and expand the remaining terms in Taylor
series about z•. We thus obtain
D'(z.)-2D(z.) - -DGz.) -z.(A-I):ZDGz) 1,=•• , (B.7)
-20D(z.) = -20,
and then 2f3 = 1 and
Hence D(z.) = 1 and then we rewrite (8.7) and (B.8) in terms of d(N), which yields












We view (E.g) as a transcendental equation for z.; once it is solved, Q is easily computed
from (B.lO). From (R6) we find that since (3 = 1/2,
d(N) -NN-3/2 a,rz; N...... z. 2vn ' ~ 00.
It follows that the terms in the series (B.9) decay rapidly as N -+ 00, as N- 1/ 2 (2/A)N. To
solve (B.9) we compute the first No of the deN) numerically from (8.16), then truncate the
limits on the sums in (B.9) and (B.lO) at N = No, solve (E.9) for z. and finally compute a
from (B.lO). For No = 10 - 25 this procedure yields the results below:
No z. liz. a a,rz;/(2.,fii)
10 .25704 3.8903 2.6372 .37717
15 .25702 3.8906 2.6384 .37733
20 .25702 3.8906 2.6384 .37734
25 .25702 3.8906 2.6384 .37734
Thus, this scheme converges rapidly and yields the results in (8.18) and (8.19).
We can also treat (8.16) pmely numerically. Computing g(N) == deN + l)jd(N) yields
N 9 99 199 499 749 999 1,999 4,999
g(N) 3.265 3.832 3.861 3.878 3.882 3.884 3.887 3.889
This is consistent with the growth rate deN) ::::: z;N from the semi-analytic approach using
(B.9). However the convergence of the latter is much more rapid, as we get 5 digits of




d'(N + 1) ]
h(N) ~ N(N + 1) d(N)d(N + 2) -1
















so it indeed appears that Lo = -3/2. Once we know the algebraic factor in (B.12) we can
improve the estimate of £1 by considering the sequence
(N + 1)3[2d(N + 1)
p(N) = N3[2d(N)















so p(N) is accurate to 5 digits when N = 500, while g(N) was accurate to only 3 digits
when N = 5, ODD. Finally, the constant £2 in (B.12) can be calculated by considering the















which agrees with the semi-analytic approach.
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